
 
LensCoat® Sigma 60-600 f/4.5-63 DG OS HSM Sports INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Piece 1- Lens Hood Cover 
Remove the lens hood cover from the lens. Piece 1 has a  hole at one end of the cover to accommodate for 
the lens hood-locking knob.  Carefully slide and stretch the lens cover into place without putting too much 

stress on the hole. 

 
Remove the tripod mount foot from the rotating lens collar.  This will allow for easy installation of pieces 
2-7.  You can also put sections 2-7 on by looping the pieces around the lens foot and over the top of the 

lens where it mounts to the camera. When looping the pieces around the lens foot remember to invert them 

so they have the correct orientation once flipped over the lens. 
 

Piece 2 
Stretch and slide piece 2 down the lens to just after the zoom ring.  

 

Piece 3  
Slide piece 3 down the lens to the zoom ring.  

 

Piece 4 
Carefully slide piece 4 it down the lens just after the focus ring. Lining up the window for the zoom lock. 

 

Piece 5 
Slide piece 5 it down to the focus ring. 

 

Piece 6 
Carefully slide piece 6 it down the lens lining up the distance window and AF controls. For final 

placement pull the window for the slightly away from the lens and adjust to the left or right. 

 

Piece 7 
Slide the elastic around the rotating collar lining up the hole for the tension and the cut out for the lens 

strap.  

 
Piece 8 
Slide on piece 8 by aligning the alignment notch with the alignment mark on the lens.  

 

Zoom Sleeve 
The LensCoat kit for the Sigma 60-600mm includes an optional sleeve to cover the barrel that would be 

exposed when zooming. With the lens shade off carefully stretch the elastic over the front of the lens onto 

piece 2 and 3. As you zoom in the sock will stretch and when it’s zoomed out it will slightly bunch up. You 

may need to pull the fabric out if it gets between piece 2-3 to use the lock switch.  
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